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Only a person of determined blind faith can possibly doubt the stated

purpose of the Soviet rulers to gain complete control of the entire world.

Never pausing in their aggression, save when faced with superior power, they

have constantly and ruthlessly pushed forward. One after another, by deceit,

by fraud, or by outright aggression, they have been taking the nations of

eastern Europe, Asia, and the Americas. They shrewdly will make any sort of a

compromise or deal to gain their end. Once they have gained their point,

pacts and promises mean absolutely nothing to them. In the aftermath of World

War II, they agreed at Potsdam that Germany should be administered as one

unit, with each of the four powers administering its separate area and all

cooperating in the overall government of the country. Yet, with relative

swiftness, they put an Iron Curtain around Eastern Germany, forced its

citizens to hear a constant barrage of communistic propaganda, and imprisoned,

brutally tortured, or exiled to Siberia those who showed lack of interest in

the communistic ideology. Thousands of people were forced to work in the

uranium mines, at great constant danger of their lives, to produce the

material with which to overthrow the free world. Spy rings have been

discovered in one after another of our free nations, and it would be foolhardy

indeed to say that others are not still active. All this is essentially the

largest logically developed product of atheism, the effort to avoid all

obedience to God's word and His revealed most desirable way of life.

5. The proponents of this other religion have control of the leadership

of the World Council of Churches

Before the unprovoked aggression of North Korea had aroused such strong

anti-communist feeling in this country, modernist leaders frequently made

statements praising various aspects of the Russian system. An instance in
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